
Downtown in Grant Park at the Northeast corner of Michigan & Congress
(Near the Native American on horse statue. In case of rain, call for location of indoor rally)

This system grinds up, oppresses and kills people all over the world. This system locks down generations of 
Black and Brown youth, brutalizing and incarcerating them and even blowing them away – or else setting them 
up to fight each other, when they should be fighting the REAL enemy. This system teaches men to disrespect and 
brutalize women, when the fury of women 
must be unleashed for revolution. This 
system wages unjust wars, it destroys 
the environment, and it persecutes the 
millions of immigrants who it uproots. 

This system has to be OVERTHROWN. 

Look at this system’s election and 
their candidates. They are nothing but 
gangsters fighting over who will rule 
the empire. Whoever wins, it will mean 
nothing for the people but more of the 
same. Unless and until WE get organized 
to build our strength, and reach out to 
others. We need to take advantage of 
the conflicts between the rulers and get 
ready for a REAL revolution to overthrow them.

We need to make revolution to OVERTHROW this system. The Get into the Revolution National Organizing Tour 
is in Chicago to recruit YOU into the Revolution. Don’t miss the Revcoms on October 29 – people who have a real 
understanding of WHY we need nothing less than a revolution... what that revolution would do... how we could 
make such a revolution at the soonest possible moment... and where YOU fit in.

“Those this system has cast off, those it has treated as less than human, can be the backbone 
and driving force of a fight not only to end their own oppression, but to finally end all oppression, 
and emancipate all of humanity.” 

—Bob Avakian, Chairman of the Revolutionary Communist Party

AMERICA WAS NEVER GREAT!
OVERTHROW, DON’T VOTE FOR, THIS SYSTEM!
STOP KILLING EACH OTHER! START FIGHTING THE REAL ENEMY!

More info: Chicago Revolution Club,  
312-804-9121, email: revclub.chi@gmail.com

Tired of trying to be the baddest broke-leg MF’er? 
 Scan here to watch Bob Avakian, the leader of the revolution.

GET INTO THE REVOLUTION NOW!
RALLY, Saturday October 29, 1 pm

The National Tour is in Chicago 

www.revcom.us


